Download this pattern FREE online from Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

designed by Heidi Pridemore for Robert Kaufman Fabrics.

Please don’t forget! There’s two more Seuss projects that you really must get!

Let’s Party!

Image size: 67" x 86"
Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions

Fabric A- 1 1/2 yards of ADE10788-203
- Cut three 8-1/2" x 42" strips. Piece the strips together following the pattern to make two 8-1/2" x 49-1/2" strips.
- Cut two 12-1/2" x 42" strips. Piece the strips together following the pattern to make one 12-1/2" x 49-1/2" strip.

Fabric B- 1/3 yard of ADE10792-70
- Cut six 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" strips with the stripe running vertically.

Fabric C- 2/3 yard of ADE10789-2
- Cut ten 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" strips with the words running horizontally.

Fabric D- 1/4 yard of ADE10791-3
- Cut four 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" strips.

Fabric E- 1-1/2 yards of ADE10791-81
- Cut two 8-1/2" x 49-1/2" strips from the LOF.

Fabric F- 1/2 yard of ADE10790-203
- See instructions to cut ten 5" circles with a character in each.

Fabric G- 1/3 yard of ADE10789-203
- See instructions to cut eight 5" circles.

Fabric H- 1-1/4 yards of K001-140 Nightfall
- Cut twelve 1-1/2" x width of fabric (WOF) strips. Piece the strips together to make eight 1-1/2" x 49-1/2" strips for the horizontal sashing.
- Cut six 1-1/2" x WOF strips. Piece the strips together to make two 1-1/2" x 51-1/2" strips and two 1-1/2" x 68-1/2" strips for Border #1.
- Cut sixteen 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" strips.

Fabric I- 1-1/4 yards of ADE10792-203
- Cut seven 2-1/2" x WOF strips. Piece the strips together to make two 2-1/2" x 70-1/2" strips and two 2-1/2" x 55-1/2" strips for Border #2.
- Cut eight 2-1/2" x WOF strips for the binding.

Fabric J- 1-3/4 yards of ADE10787-203
- Cut eight 6-1/2" x WOF strips. Piece the strips together to make two 6-1/2" x 74-1/2" strips and two 6-1/2" x 67-1/2" strips for the Outer Border.

Backing- 5-1/2 yards of Your Choice
- Cut two 94" x WOF strips. Piece the strips together to make one 75" x 94" back.

Fusible Web- 3 yards of 18" wide fusible

Quilt Assembly Instructions:
1) Following the manufacturer's instructions, trace eighteen circles onto the paper side of the fusible web. Roughly cut out each shape outside the drawn lines. Press the circle templates to the back side of the listed fabrics and cut out each shape on the drawn lines.

2) Refer to the quilt photo and press the assorted circles onto the two 8-1/2" x 49-1/2" Fabric E strip. Finish the raw edges of each circle with a decorative stitch such as a satin or buttonhole stitch to make two appliquéed rows.

3) Refer to the quilt photo, starting and ending with one 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" Fabric B strip, sew together three 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" Fabric B strips and two 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" Fabric C strips, alternating them with one 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" Fabric H strip in between each strip to make the first pieced row. Repeat to make the forth pieced row.

4) Refer to the quilt photo, starting and ending with one 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" Fabric C strip, sew together three 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" Fabric C strips and two 4-1/2" x 9-1/2" Fabric D strips, alternating them with one 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" Fabric H strip in between each strip to make the second pieced row. Repeat to make the third pieced row.

5) Refer to the quilt photo for row order and sew together the two appliquéed rows, four pieced rows, two 8-1/2" x 49-1/2" Fabric A strips and one 12-1/2" x 49-1/2" Fabric A strip to make the quilt top.

6) Sew one 1-1/2" x 68-1/2" Fabric H strip to each side of the quilt top. Sew one 1-1/2" x 51-1/2" Fabric H strip to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

7) Sew one 2-1/2" x 70-1/2" Fabric I strip to each side of the quilt top. Sew one 2-1/2" x 55-1/2" Fabric I strip to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

8) Sew one 6-1/2" x 74-1/2" Fabric J strip to each side of the quilt top. Sew one 6-1/2" x 67-1/2" Fabric J strip to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

9) Layer, quilt and bind as desired.